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ABSTRACT:
Population explosion is considered to be one of the most crucial problems in the world. However, in Japan, the opposite problem:
population decline has become serious now. Japanese population is estimated to decrease by twenty millions in 2040. This negative
situation will cause to increase areas where many residents cannot make a daily living all over Japan because many convenience
living facilities such as supermarkets, convenience stores and drugstores will be difficult to maintain their market area population
due to future population decline.
In our research, we used point data of convenience living facilities developed by address geocoding of digital telephone directory and
point data of future population projection developed by distribution of Japanese official population projection data proportionally
among the building volume of digital residential map, which can monitor building volumes all over Japan.
In conclusion, we estimated that various convenience living facilities in Japan will shrink and close by population decline in near
future. In particular, it is cleared that approximately 14.7% of supermarkets will be possible to withdraw all over Japan by 2040. In
addition, it is cleared that over 40% of supermarkets in some countryside prefectures will be possible to withdraw by 2040. Thus, we
estimated future distributions of convenience living facilities that cannot maintain their market area population due to future
population decline. Moreover, we estimated the number of people that they will become inconvenience in buying fresh foods.
1. INTRODUCTION
Population explosion is considered to be one of the most crucial
problems in the world. However, in Japan, the opposite
problem: population decline has become serious now. Japanese
population is estimated to decrease by twenty millions in
2040(Kaneko et al., 2008). Not only Japan, but also other
developed countries such as Italy, Germany and South Korea
have the same problem. Japan is one of the forefront countries
of this problem. Japanese population is predicted to decline
increasingly due to low birthrate and aging. This negative
situation will cause to increase areas where many residents
cannot make a daily living all over Japan because many
convenience living facilities such as supermarkets, convenience
stores and drugstores will be difficult to maintain their market
area population due to future population decline. Actually, this
negative impact already appeared in Japan(The Nikkei, 2016).
Some Japanese peoples who live in rural areas and depopulated
areas are becoming difficult to buy precooked fresh foods now.
However, many previous studies in this field focused on limited
areas in Japan. Moreover, researchers of previous studies did
not have any other choice than using aggregated spatial data
because of accessibility for disaggregated spatial data.
Therefore, it is a significant task to clear spatial distributions of
such area in the future from a perspective of Japanese future
national land policymaking.
Accordingly, the purpose of this research is estimation of future
distributions of these facilities. Research target is supermarkets,
convenience stores and drugstores that will be difficult to

maintain their market area population due to future population
decline from 2010 to 2040.
In our research, we used point data of convenience living
facilities developed by address geocoding of digital telephone
directory and point data of future population projection
developed by distribution of Japanese official population
projection data proportionally among the building volume of
digital residential map, which can monitor building volumes all
over Japan. Using these data, we estimated the number of
residents within market area distance of each facility. Finally,
we estimated whether these facilities satisfy the market area
population or not from 2010 to 2040. The market area distance
in this research means the range to attract customers and the
market area population means the number of people within the
market area distance to maintain business.
2. METHOD
2.1 Data
In this study, we used following disaggregated data, in other
words, point data.
・Point data of convenience living facilities
This data was developed by extracting the data of supermarkets,
convenience stores and drugstores from a digital telephone book
in 2010. In addition, estimated value of total floor space was
integrated with these facilities by spatial integration of this data
with digital residential map in 2009. This process is necessary
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to decide the type of supermarket. Moreover, polygon data of
urban area in 2011 (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport, 2011) was integrated with this data to divide the type
of region for appropriate analysis. Finally, point data of
convenience living facilities with attribute of total floor and
inside-outside determination of urban area was developed.
・Point data of future population projection
This data is based on prediction data of future
population(National Institute of Population and Social Security
Research, 2010). Furthermore, the data of future population
every 1km square grid polygon from 2010 to 2040 is digitized.
This data is based on future population projection every 5 years
from 2010 to 2040 accumulated by 1km square grid polygon
(Hokkaido Intellect Tank). This study developed micro future
population projection data by proportional distribution of the
population projection according to total areas of each residential
building by the residential map(Akiyama, 2015). However, the
data in Fukushima prefecture is not included due to the accident
of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plants in 2011. Figure1
shows the map of this point data.

Table 4. Survival conditions of drugstores

2.3 Result
Figure 2 and figure 3 show rates of supermarkets that satisfy
their market area population in each municipality in 2010 and
2040. The result shows that the number of supermarkets with
the possibility that cannot satisfy their market area population
will keep increasing especially in prefectures and municipalities
with depopulation. This trend will be remarkable in Kagoshima
prefecture, Akita prefecture, Shimane prefecture, Nagasaki
prefecture and Kochi prefecture. In particular, it is cleared that
approximately 14.7% of supermarkets will be possible to
withdraw all over Japan by 2040. In addition, it is cleared that
over 40% of supermarkets in some countryside prefectures will
be possible to withdraw by 2040. Additionally, figure 4 and
figure 5 show supermarkets of some city in Japan in 2010 and
2040. Compared to 2010, the number of supermarkets that
cannot satisfy their market area population will increase in 2040.
In addition, figure 6 and figure 7 show rates of convenience
stores that satisfy their market area population in each
municipality in 2010 and 2040. The result shows that the
number of convenience stores with the possibility that cannot
satisfy their market area population will keep increasing
significantly all over Japan with depopulation. Compared to the
result of supermarkets, the rates of convenience stores that
cannot satisfy the survival conditions account for a large
percentage.
Furthermore, figure 8 and figure 9 show rates of drugstores that
satisfy their market area population in each municipality in
2010 and 2040. The result shows that the number of drugstores
with the possibility that cannot satisfy their market area
population will keep increasing with depopulation.

Figure 1. The map of point data of future population projection
2.2 Analysis
In the case of supermarkets, we classified all supermarkets into
large type, medium type and small type on the basis of total
floor space using table 1. Second, we set the market area
distance of table 2 using Euclidean distance. Then, we counted
the number of residents within market area distance. Finally, we
estimated whether supermarket satisfies the market area
population or not from 2010 to 2040 using table 2.
In the case of convenience stores, we estimated whether
convenience store satisfies the market area population or not
from 2010 to 2040 using table 3 and in the case of drugstores,
using table4.
Table 1. A classification of supermarkets by total floor

Table 2. Survival conditions of supermarkets

Figure 2. Rates of supermarkets that satisfy the survival
conditions in 2010

Table 3. Survival conditions of convenience stores
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Figure 3. Rates of supermarkets that satisfy the survival
conditions in 2040

Figure 6. Rates of convenience stores that satisfy the survival
conditions in 2010

Figure 4. Supermarkets of some city in 2010
Figure 7. Rates of convenience stores that satisfy the survival
conditions in 2040

Figure 5. Supermarkets of some city in 2040
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Figure 9. Rates of drugstores that satisfy the survival conditions
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3. CONCLUSIONS
We estimated that various convenience living facilities in Japan
will shrink and close by population decline in near future. In
particular, it is cleared that approximately 14.7% of
supermarkets will be possible to withdraw all over Japan by
2040. In addition, it is cleared that over 40% of supermarkets in
some countryside prefectures will be possible to withdraw by
2040.Thus, we estimated future distributions of convenience
living facilities that cannot maintain their market area
population due to future population decline.
After this, we are going to use new method of analysis to
analyze more closely. We plan to use gravity model. Therefore,
we aim at making the case of fittest arrangement for Japanese
future national land policymaking.
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